
WOVEN FABRIC DESIGN 
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j l l i n g  sariits, floats, liftiiig pltm, pattesii, rc;ching twill, reed 
nwnbw. rced plan, i'cpear, siitiiz, surcen, scliage motion, 
sqirare constrircti,)ii, sq.rive tics&! p u p * ,  ~y;rai.e wearc', steep 
twil l, stitched basket wart; tliiuad diagTain, 45" twill, trcill 
weare, warp, warp face twill, warp rib, w a w ,  wicltli in reed, 
yarn count. 

The fabric weave or design is the manner in which the warp 
and filling are interlaced. l h e  p u t ! c ~ i ~ i i  or rc~pmt is the 
smallest unit of the weave which when rcpeated will produce 
the design required in the fabric. There arc many ways of 
representing a weave, a most familiar mctliod being to use 
square desigrt pappr. The use of t h r w i  dingranis and cross- 
sections is another effective method of representation. 
Figure 9.1 shows a thread diagram, warp and filling cross- 
section and square papcr representation of a plain weave. 
On the design paper, the vertical rows of squares represent 

warp ends and the horizontal rows of squares represent 
filling picks. A mark in a small square indicates that at rhis 
particular intersection, the warp end is shown on the face 
of the fabric with the pick beneath. I t  is normal to use a 
filled in square to indicate that the end is over the pick and 
a blank square to indicate that the pick is over the end. 
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ONE REPEAT 

WARP CROSS-SECTION 

Fig. 9.1. PIuin n*ruie 

Plain Weave 
From Fig. 9.1 it can bc scen that thc plain \ie:ivc repeats 
on 2 ends x 2 picks. The plain fabric cdniprises ii high 
percentage of the total production of woven f:ibrics and it can 
be prodiiced on a loom %ith  2 harnesses. I r  has the hifilest 
number of interlacings as compared with other ~.cavc's and 
therefore it produces the firmcst fabrics. 

Oriiariturirarioii o j  Plniri Cloth 

The appearance of a plain fabric ciin be cliangcd in inany 
wajs, hli ich can bs summarized as folloi\s: 

1.  The Use of Color 

In the warp direction, color stripes are produced along the 
length of the fabric; in the filling direction, colour stripes 
are produced across the width of the fabric. When used in 
both warp and filling directions a check effect is produced. 

2. Changing Yarn and Fabric Counts 

Stripes and check effects can be produced by using different 
fabric count oryarn count in one or both directions. Also rib 
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effects can be produced by using different yarn counts and 
different tensions as shown in Fig. 9.2(a). 

3. Cliangirtg the Yarn Twist 
Using combinations of different twist leveis and directions 
in the warp or filling (or both warp and fifling), different 
effects can be produced in the fabric due to the changes in 
orientation of the fibers, as shown in Fig. 9.2(b). Also 
different amounts of twist produce different shrinkage 
characteristics in direrent parts of the fabric and so change 
the appearance. 

FILLING (a )  RIB EFFECT 

PROOUCEO BY USING COARSE FILLING. 
FINE HIGHLY TENSIONED WARP ENDS 
ARE ALTERNATED WITH COARSE 
SLACK ONES. 
REWIRES 2 WARP BEAMS AN0 1 SHUTTLE 

CROSS-SECTION 

( b )  EFFECT OF TWIST 

In ul 

N ul 

Y, ul 
N ul 

Fig. 9.2. W e c t  of yarn count and twist on plain weave fabrics 

4. Difkren t Fin ishing Tech 11 iqucs 
Treatments such as dyeing, mercerizing with caustic soda or 
coating can change the characteristics of the plain fabric. 

5. Any Cornbillation of the Aboce 
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2nd pair of 
FILLINGS 

1st pair.of 
FILLINGS 

2 x 2 WARP RIB ( a )  WARP RIB W E A V E S  

( b )  FANCY WARP RIB W E A V E S  

Fig. 9.3. Warp rib 'weaves. 

Variations of the Plain Weave 
Somc fabrics arc con4dered to hc derivatives of tlic plain 
weave. These are. in cffcct. cxtciisions of the simple inter- 
lacing and, like plain w e a q  they can bc produced on a loom 
with two harnesses. 

Wurp Rib W w w  
In this, the extension of the plain weave is in the warp direc- 
tion, as shown by Fig. 9.3.3); the warp waves i n  the same 
order as in the plain fabric. namely, every two adjacent ends 
wcavc opposite to each other. The filling weaves i n  groups 
of 2, 3 or morc and every group weaves opposite to the ad- 
jaccnt groups; thc rcpcat is always on 2 cnds but any num- 
bcr of picks may bc involvcd. The wart is denoted by 
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showing the number of picks in the group above and below 

a line, i.e., as - warp rib weave or sometimes as 2 x 2 warp 

rib weave. Although the weave is called warp rib it actually 
produces ribs in the filling direction. To obtain the best 
results it is usual to use fine warp and coarse filling in order 
to show the rib more clearly. The fabrics are normally 
lighter in weight than plain weave fabrics because of the 
lower level of crimp. The fabrics are also softer and more 
flexible than the plain fabrics. 

In weaving warp rib weave on a single shiittle loom, it 
is necessary to use a sdrage iiiotioti to ensure proper binding 
between the picks and the selvage warp. This is because more 
than one pick is inserted in one shed and unless the pick is 
bound at the selvage, the shuttle will pull the pick out of the 
shed on its second traverse. 

2 
2 

FILLING4 

FILLING 3 

FILLING 2 

FILLING 1 

(3issi3 
2 x 2 FILLING RIB 

( a )  FILLING RIB WEAVES 

(b) FANCY FILLING RIB WEAVES 

Fig. 9.4. Filiing rib weaves 
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2 x 2  BASKET ( a )  REGULAR BASKET WEAVES 

( b )  SlllCHED BASKET WEAVES 

Fig. 9.5. k k e t  weaves 

Fancy rib iveaces can be produced simply by changing the 
number of picks in the groups, which changes the width of 
the rib in the fabric as shown in Fig. 9.3(b). 
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Filliiig Rib Weaue 
In this case groups of ends are woven with each group in 
direct opposition to the adjacent groups. The repeat is always 
on 2 picks x any number of ends as sliown in Fig. 9.4(a). 
The ribs produced in the fabric run in the direction of the 
warp. It is usual to use coarse warp and fine filling to em- 
phasize the rib. The fabrics are normally stronger than the 
plain fabrics because of the low crimp level. 

There is no need to use a selvage motion, since there is 
only one pick inserted in every shed. 

Fancy ribs can be produced in the manner already des- 
cribed, but by changing the number of ends in the group, as 
shown by Fig. 9.4(b). 

Basket Weaije (Mart Wcuile) 
In this weave the extension is made in both directions so 
that groups of ends and picks are woven in the same way as 
single ends and picks are woven in the plain weave. The 
weave is denoted in the manner uscd for rib weaves, i.e. as 
2 - basket or 2 x 2 basket. Fig. 9.5(a) shows the designs for 

2 x 2 arid 3 x 3 busket iveuue.~. The numbers of ends and 
picks in the repeat are always equal to the addition of the 
two numbers denoting the weave. Thus a 2 x 2 basket 
repeats on 4 ends x 4 picks, a 3 x 3 basket repeats on 6 
ends x 6 picks and so on. The weave is square and is mostly 
used with square constrirctions. 

The fabrics arc iiorinally snioothcr and niorc flexible than 
plain fabrics. nioiiily hecuuse of the loiiger,flonrs and fewer 
number of intersections. As the length of the float is in- 
creased more than (say) 1/2 cm, it is dekirable to use the 
stitching shown in Fig. 9.5(b). This stitched basket weave 
produces a much firmer fabric than the regular basket 
weave. 

It is also possible to chiiiifc thc iiuiilhcr of cnds and picks 
in the pxxips to producc f;iiic) basket H'C;I\L'S ;IS shown in 
Fig. 9.5(c). 
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W A R P  
1 2 3  

ONE REPEAT 
f TWILL 

ONE REPEAT 5 TWILL 

4 !  ! ! ! !  ! ! ' !  ! ! ! KH! ! ! ! ! I L 

% TWILL 3 'T TWILL 7 TWILL 

F&. 9.6. (a) ?-and !- twills (b) Balanced twills. 

2 1  Fig. 9.6. (c) Twill angle and direction and (d) - twill shown on page i65. 
1 2 

2 1  
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In weaving basket weaves, the use of a selvage motion is 
nIso necessary to bind the picks at the selvage. Nornially the 
selvage design is different and rib or plain selvage can be used. 

With all plain weave derivatives, thc fabrics have higher 
tensile strength, better abrasion resistance and higher tear 
strength than the same construction in the plain weave. This 
is mainly attributed to the high degree of freedom for the 
yarns to move. A rib fabric has a higher tear strength in one 
direction than in the other direction, due to the grouping of 
yarns in one direction; a basket fabric has a high tear 
strength in both directions. 

A combination of the plain weave and its derivatives is 
sometimes used i n  the fabric to produce a fancy effect with 
cords or checks which may be of the same or ditkrent yarns. 
Twill Weave 
Twill Wcaue, thc second basic weave, is characterized by 
diagonal lines running at angles varyin3 betbeen 15" and 75". 
A twill weave is denoted by using numbers above and below 

a line (such as -twill which may be interpreted as two up 

and one down in the shedding sequence). Fig. 9.6 shows 

some basic twill weaves. At (a) the -twill and the - twill 

are shown; these represent the smallest possible repeat of 
twill weaves, and one is the opposite side of the other. The 
repeat is always on a number of ends and picks equal to  the 
addition of the two numbers above and below the line 
denoting the weave. 

2 1 
A - twill or a - twill repeats on 3 ends x 3 picks. I f  the 

number above the linc is greater than thc number below the 
line, the weavc is known as iturp fuce tirill. I f  the opposite 
is true, it is a /i//iii,q fc lcv  / i r j / / .  Thcre i s  a third alternative in 
which the numbers abovc and below the line are equal 

2 
1 

2 1 
1 2 

1 2 

2 
(such as - twill) ; this is callcci balurtced t i d / .  Most twill 2 
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fabrics are made N i t h  warp face weaves. Fig. 9.6(b) shows 
some balanced twill weaves. 

The twill weave is always given a direction; a right-hand 
twill is one in which the twill line runs from bottom left to 
top right and a left-hand twill is one 13 which the twill line 
runs from bottom right to top left. Jhe angle of the twill is 
determined by the amount of shift in the points of interlacing. 
A one pick-one end shift tuill weave is called 45" t i M ,  as 
shown by Fig. 9.6(c). A twill Heave which has more than one 
pick shift and one end shift IS called smp mi// ;  if the shift 
is more than one end and one pick it is called a r~c'/i it i i ig twi/C. 
A steep twill will have twil! angles inore than 45" and a 
reclining twill will have aneles less than 45", as shown in 
Fig. 9.6(c). However. the angte of thc twill line in the fabric 
depends on the pick and end densities in the fabric. 
A 45" twill woven with the same yarn in warp and fillins, but 
with the endslinch different from the pickslin., will not have 
an actual _twill angle in the fabric of 45". 

Twill weaves can be prodiiced with more than one twill 
line in the weave. In this case, more than one number is 

used above and below the line. Fig. 9.6(d) shows a - 45" 

right-hand twill. Many variations can be produced by this 
method of design. Also. there is a vast rai?_ge of twill weave 
derivatives which are not covered here. 111 all these derivatives 
the twill lines are arranged in different patterns, such as to 
reverse the direction of the twill or to skip some ends to 
form broken twill lines. 

2 1  
2 1  

Satin and Sateen Weaves 
This is the third basic weave, i n  which the interlacing points 
are arranged in a siniilar way to twill weaves but without 
showing the twill hie .  The scitiii weave is a warp f. cite weave 
and the salerii is a fillins face weave. Sateens are sometimes 
called f?/liiig satins weave. Fig. 9.7(a) shows a 5-end (or 
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WARP THREAD 
1 2 3 4 5  

N 

2 A S  COUNTER 3 AS COUNTER 

5- HARNESS WARP SATIN 

WARP THREAD 
1 2 3 4 5  

2 AS COUNTER 

5 -H 

5-HARNESS FILLING SATIN 
(SATEEN 1 

SATIN WEAVES 

(4 

3 AS COUNTER 

IARNESS R.H. SA1 lEEN 5-HARNESS L.H. SATEEN 

Fig. 9.7. [Above and opposite). fa) 5-harness satins and sateens. 
(b)  Directior 01 sateetis. (c) 7-harness sateens 
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2 AS COUNTER 5 AS COUNTER 3 AS COUNTER 4 AS COUNTER 

(4 

Fig. 9.7. (Above and oppstte). (a) 5-harness satlns and sateens. 
(b) Direction of sateens. (c) 7-harness sateens 

Note: x = counter 

5 harness) satin and 5-cnd sateen. I n  this case. the repeat is on 
5 ends x 5 picks and it is clear that one design is the back 
side of the other. There are two different ways of arranging 
the interlacing points, one by using a courtter (or move 
number) of 2 picks and the second by using 3 picks as counter 
(see Fig. 9.7). It can be seen that i n  a warp face sztin the ends 
float over all the picks but one in the repeat. The interlacing 
can be arranged to be in the right-hand direction or in the 
left-hand direction as s h o w  in Fig. 9.7(b). 

For every number of ends and picks i n  the repeat there is 
more than one arrangement for the interlacing points. For 
example, in the case cf a ?-end sateen, the possible arrange- 
ments are obtained by using counters of 2, 5 ,  3, and 4, as 
shown by Fig.. 9.7(c). An important condition must be 
satisfied to produce a so-callcd regular satin; that is, no 
interlacing point must touch another. This can Lisually be 
achieved by avoiding the use of 1 and its complementary 
number of ends in the repeat. There are exceptions to this 
rule, for example, it is impossible to niake a regular 6-end 
satin because the combination of i?urnbers would be 5 and 1,2 
and 4, 3 and 3. In the case of an 8end satin, the only 
combination which gives regular satin is 3 and 5 ,  and so on. 
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Although the satin weave is the back side of the sateen 
weave produced on the same number of harnesses. it is not 
true to say that the fabric produced as a satin can be used as 
sateen. This is mainly because for a satin fabric to be smooth 
and lustrous, the end density must be higher than the pick 
density but the opposite is true for sateen fabrics. The 
sateen fabrics are normally softer and more lustrous than 
satins, but satins are usually stronger than sateens. In both 
fabrics, if a heavy construction of filament yarns is used, 
the fabric tends to be stiff and does not drape easily. 
However, the length of the float can balance the effect of 
the construction, but longer floats have disadvantages in 
that they have an adverse effect on fabric serviceability. 
Long float satins and sateens are useful in jacquard design- 
ing or in combination with other weaves, but are rarely 
used elsewhere. 

Drawing-in Draft, Lifting and Reed Plans 
AS in engineering, projections which are planar represen- 
tation of bodies can be used to represent the woven fabric 
on point paper. These projections are called design, drawing- 
in draft, lijting plan, and the reed plan. 

The design represents the manner in which the interlacing 
between the warp and filling yarns takes place. The drawing- 
in draft shows the arrangement of the warp yarns on the 
different harness frames. The lifting (or chain plan) repre- 
sents the pattern in which the harness frames are lifted or 
lowered at every pick in the repeat. The reed plan shows the 
arrangements of the warp yarns in the reed dent. A sketch 
of a four-harness straightdraw arrangement of warp ends 
with a twoends-per-dent reed plan is shown in Fig. 9.8(a) 
and this is reduced to  diagrammatic form in Fig. 9.8(b). 
The drawing-in draft (D.I.D.) (shown at B) determines the 
relationship between the design (shown at C) and the lifting 
or chain plan (shown at A). For example, if harness number 
4 has t o  be lifted on pick number I1 in the sequence, then 
the lifting plan must be marked by filling in the square at 
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P, the arrows indicating the paths by which one arrives at 
point P. 

Should the drawing-in draft be straight, then the design 
and the lifting plan are similar (see Fig. 9.8(c)), but if the 
drawing-in draft (D.I.D.) be in any other form (e.g. pointed 
o r  skip draw), then the lifting plan will be dissimilar to the 
design. It is then absolutely necessary to make projections 
similar t o  those drawn by the arrows in Fig. 9.8(b) to 
establish the correct relationships between the lifting plan 
and the design. 

Normally, the drawing-in draft is placed either above or 
below the design with a space in between them. It can bc 
shown by filling in the squares or by using crosses. The 
lifting plan is usually placed to the right-hand side of the 
design and it  is always based on the filling in of the squares; 
again, a space between the design and the lifting plan is 
necessary. The reed plan is normally placed below the design 
and can be indicated either by filling in squares or by using 
brackets. 
Figure 9.8(c) shows the design, drawing-in draft, lifting 
plan and reed plan for an &end saiecn \wave. I n  this case the 
draft has to be straight. becaiise every cnd in the repeat is 
woven differently, and there are ei$t harnesses. The ends 
are dented 2. ends/dent. The reed number (number of 
dents/inch or dents/cm) and the end density determine the 
width in the reed (WIR) of the warp. 

Fig. 9,8(d)is similar to Fig. 9.8(c), but different methods 
of indication are used. As already indicated, the drawing-in 
draft can be one of three types depending on the design and 
the density of the warp. If any two of the projections- 
design, drawing-in draft. and litting plan-are given, the 
third can be deduced from them. 

In many cases the selvage design and denting are difierent 
from those of the n u i n  body of the fabric; they are sometimes 
included in the representation. 
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HARNESS FRAMES 
i.r.ALL HEDDLES MARKED 1’ ARE AFFIXED TO 

HARNESS 1. THUS WHEN HARNESS 1 IS 
LIFTED ALL WARP ENDS MARKED 1”ARE 
LIFTED. 

HARNESS NUMBER 

(b) 
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Fig. 9.8. Drawing-in draji, li/riaH and reed plana 
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Effect of Woven Fabric Structure on Fabric Properties 
The design of a fabric to mect the  requirements of a certain 
end use IS a complicated engineering problem. There are 
many factors involved i n  the fabric design (siicli as tiber 
type, yarn geometry. fabric structure, and methods of finish- 
ing) and it is dificult to predict the properties of woven 
fabrics. However, there are empi rica I rela tjonshi ps be tween 
some of the fabric parameters and the fabric properties. 
There are also some theorctical relation5hips (mostly for the 
plain weave) but thcory becames very complicated when 
applied to other weaves. 

Tt.ti~ik1 Strc.ii,qflr 
The tensile strength of a fabric is a reflection or the strength 
of the yarn and of the fabric structure. Sometimes, because 
of the crimp, the fabric strength is less t l i i ln  tlie strcngth of 
twisted yarns; becalm of the twist in  the yarn, the yarn 
strength is less than the strength of’thc libers. Howevcr, it is 
possible to increase the fabric strcngth over the yarn strcngth 
by means of the compacting forces dcveloped in the woven 
fabric. These can prewit fibers from slipping within the yarn. 
Other things being equal, plain weave fabrics M hich have the 
highest crimp will have thc IoHest streneth. 

Estensibility 
Equally important to the fabric streiigtli is its ability to 
extend under load. When the fabric is subjected to tension 
in one direction, the extension takes place in two main 
phases. The first phase is dm~iiiipirig or c-riitip rciiioiul in the 
direction of the load. The removal of the crinip is accom- 
panied by a slow rate of increase of the load. The second 
phase is the extension of the yarn, during which the fabric 
becomes stiffer, the stiffness depending mainly on the charac- 
ter of the yarn. The more crimp there is in the yarn. the more 
extensible is the fabric. Therefore. tlie longer the floats, the 
less extensible is the fabric. 
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Surface Friction 
Surface friction of tlie fabric is affected by the crimp and 
the fabric structure, in addition to the surface friction of the 
component yarns. Designs which have a high number of 
intersections i n  the repeat tend to have high crimp and pro- 
duce a rough fabric. Long floats. however, prodiice sniooth 
fabrics with low crimp levels. 

The tear strength of a w v e n  fiibric is very important. since 
it is morc closely related to serviceability than is the tensile 
strength. The behavior of  wnui fabrics undcr tearing 
loads is quite dift’erent from their behavior under tensile 
loading. I n  the case of teiisilc loading. all the yarns in the 
direction of loading share the load: in tear loading. only 
one, two. or at most a fcw yarns share the load. The yarn 
and fabric structures play very iiiiportant roles i n  dctermining 
the fabric tear strength. Tlic iiio\ciiieiit of a liiiiry ueak yarn 
will be restricted dtrriiip loadiiif, and ym-iis will be prcscnted 
to the load one by one; this rcsulls in a low tearing strciigth. 
Tight constructions will Imxiiice tlic s m c  effect. Loobc. open 
constructions allow i i iorc frcedom for thc yarns to iiiovc and 
group togetlier. thus prescntiiig btiiicllc~ ofyarns l o  the tearins 
load ; i n  conscquencc, tlic le;ir strciisth ib high. Design3 which 
have groups of yarns woven together, such as rib weaves 
and basket weaves will have high tear strengths. Finishing, 
easy care treatments and coating tend to reduce the tear 
strength of woven fabrics, especially if they restrict the free- 
dom of movement of the yarns under loading, 

Abrasion Resistance 
The abrasion resistawe of woven fabrics is greatly affected 
by the yarn properties, fabric geometry and construction. 
The most important factors are the crimp levels and the 
height of the cruiwis caused by the crimp. The extent to which 
the crowns are displaced out of the plane of tlie fabric 
depends on the weave, yarn number, yarn crimp and fabric 
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count. The greater the number of the crowns per unit area or 
the greater the area of each crown, the less will be the stress 
concentration on the crowns, and this leads to higher abrasion 
resistance. The weave also has a considerable effect on the 
abrasion resistance of the fabric. Where there are floats, the 
longer these are, the less restricted are the yarns to move. 
Also the longer the floats, the larger is the area of contact 
between the yarn and the abraidant and the higher is the 
abrasion resistance. 

Drape 
The Jrripc of the fabric is Listtally defincd i n  tcriiis of thc shape 
or the way in which the fabric hangs down in folds. Bending 
and shear stiffness have a significant elrect on the fabric 
drapeability. The yarn number, fabric count and the weave 
are important factors. Heavy fabrics from coarse yarns and 
dense constructions have poor drape characteristics. 
Fabrics with long floats in the weave permit the yarns to 
move freely; this reduces the bending and shear resistance 
of the fabric, leading to better drape behavior. 

Crease Resisfairce 
The creasc resistunce of the woven fabric is affected greatly 
by the weave. The most important factor is the freedom of 
yarns and fibers to relax. A plain woven fabric with high 
fabric count puts a heavy strain on the fibers and limits the 
recovery of the fabric. The longer the floats, the higher will 
be the crease resistance of the fabric. 

Pilling Resistance 
Hairs on the surface of a fabric tend to collect into little 
balls (pills) and if the fibers are strong, these balls do not 
break off; t h i s  spoils the appearance of the fabric. Low 
twist yams are usually hairy and the hairs form sites for the 
pills to form, especially when strong synthetic fibers are 
used. Fabric structure plays a part and plain weaves give a 
higher pill resistance than fabrics with floats, proper crimp 
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balance can minimise the problem for a given structure. 

It is apparent that the structure of a woven fabric has a 
significant effect on fabric properties. It is only possible to 
engineer the fabric to meet specific requirements by establish- 
ing a thorough understanding of the behavior of the fabric 
in actual use. 
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10 
THE SlMPLE SHUTTLE LOOM 

Key words : ausiliarv shaft, hottorii shaft, caiiisIi~Lft. closed 
uarp s l i d ,  craiik.rlia$, ci'ossd sired, c*i'ossitig poitit. divel!, 
fe11,filling irrsertiori rate, flririg sl i i i t t lc. lur,  opcri . s l i d ,  pick irig 
bowls, pickitig c a m ,  race hourtl, I Y ~ C J ~ ,  sclixigc niotioris, 
sheddirig canis, rliiittle bos, tuppc.ts, te i iy les,  top shafi, 
weacitig cycle. 

The Weaving Cycle 

The functions of tlic loom (sce Chapter 2) are: 

(1 )  Warpwise control. 
(2) Shedding. 
(3) Picking. 
(4) Bcat-up aiid lay movement. 

These functions must be synchronized so tha t  the opera- 
tions occiir in their correct sequence and do not interfere with 
one another. The rclative timing can also affect the nature and 
quality of the fabric. Consider tlic case of a two harness looin 
in which the shedding pattern is  cry simple. Let the harnesses 
be designated A and B; the shedding sequence is then as 
shown in Fig. lO.l(a). In passing from time 1 to time 2, the 
sheets of warp become lcvel and at this point (the crossing 
point) the warp shed is said to be closed. Obviously no 
shuttle could pass at that time and it  is necessary to ensure 
that it passes while the shed is at least partly open. 

More comp!icated multi-harncss slicdding patterns are 
possible but the fundamental concept is similar. 
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A 

la )  
OPEN SHED 

- N  
8 

A 

2 HARNESSES 

TWO OF 
SEVERAL 

HARNESSES 

Note: change of warp shed B a t  x would cause 
ends to go slack or the ends in warp 
shed A would be over tensioned if 
wholesale compcnwtion is used 

(b l  
CLOSED SHED 

c 

- TIME 
w 
a 
P 

/ 
/ Y 

I C  l 
SEMI-OPEN SHED 

Note: Only one harness indicated in lower dugrams. 
Other harnesses can be changed at y and, 
if compensation is used, uniform tensiori can 
bc maintained 

Fig. 10.1. Types of warp shed (diagrams (b) and (c) are discussed on p .  195). 
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The transit time of the shuttle 

t, = w f Ps 
where W = effective width of the loom in meters, 

= average shuttle speed in meters/second, 
c, = transit time in seconds. 

Thus the shed has to remain at least partly open for a 
limited but adequate time and must not open or close at the 
wrong time. The shed does not have to be fully open at the 
time of shuttle entry or exit. After the shuttle has passed, it 
is necessary to rearrange the warps to give the desired fabric 
structure before the shuttle returns. 

There must be a definite time between the completion of 
one pick and the start of the next. In a shuttle loom, a good 
deal of this time is spent in stopping the shuttle and then 
accelerating it in the other direction. Actions other than those 
relating to picking and checking milst also be completed in 
the same time in a concurrent manner. In theory, the longest 
of these sets of actions determines the delay time ( t d )  but in 
practice the delay time is determined by the shuttle reversal. 
Let the average ~r*eai*itrg cycle time be t,; since this time varies 
from one cycle to the next and it is fairly regular over a pair 
of picks, let the state be defined in terms of 2t,. This value 
2t, may be defined as the time needed for the shuttle to pass 
a given point in successive traverses in the same direction. 
From the foregoing 

2 t w  = f S l  + 4 2  + till + f d 2  

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to successive picks. The 
weaving speed is 60 + tw picks/min, the theoretical filling 

insertion rate is aWmeters/minute and the actual filling 

insertion rate is meterslminute (where qw is the 

weaving efficiency). 

tW 
60W 

W 
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It is apparent that the permissible loom speed is a function 
of the loom width and of the characteristics of the picking 
and checking mechanisms. It is also affected by other mechan- 
isms. 

During time f d  the warp shed has to be changed into a 
new configuration in order to generate the desired weave, but 

Fig. 10.2. Race board and warp shed 

it is also necessary to position the filling by means of the 
reed in the beating motion. These two actions must be co- 
ordinated exactly with the weaving cycle. The reed has to be 
withdrawn rearwards after beating the filling into the fil l of 
the cloth and this fnust be completed (or nearry so) before 
the next pick can be inserted. The shedding and beating have 
to be carefully co-ordinated to give the most effective position- 
ing of the filling without undue strain on the warp; hence 
exact synchronization and proper timing are essential for 
good weaving. 

In a shuttle loom, the rccd and a so-called race board are 
used as restraints to control the shuttle fliglit. as shown in 
Fig. 10.2. The path of the shuttlc is important because if it 
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does not enter the S / ~ U / I / P  hos cleanly it will adversely affect 
the picking and checking, which i n  t u rn  will affect the whole 
cycle. If, because of this. the shuttle deviates from its intended 
path, it might fly out of thc looin; this can be very dangerous 
(such an occurrence is called ajlj*i/ig shuttle). 

BACK 

TOP 

BOTTOM %% 
CENTER 3% 

DATUM 

Fig. 10.3. Timing diagram 

The beating and shedding caiisc cyclic tension variations 
in the warp which, if not controlled, would lead to unaccep- 
table end breakage rates. With high production looms. this 
is usually controlled by various mechanisms which alter the 
path of the warp ends so as to relieve the tensions. This too 
must be synchronized with other mechanisms. 

The various mechanisms which have to be synchronized 
operate in a cyclic manner and they niay be described by 3 
timing diagram (see Fig. 10.3). 

Mechanisms of Timing 
For simplicity, let only the two-harness looiiis bc considcrcd 
at this stage. 
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NOT SHOWN 

Fig. 10.4. Schematic arrangemen? of lay mechanism 

The tay has to operate once pcr weaving cycle to beat up  
thc newly inserted lengths of fillinz. During one weaving 
cycle, a @veil harncss mwcs froin the Lip to the down 
position or vicc versa. Thc whole shccltling cyclc (i.e. from 
top position to bottom position and back) takes two weaving 
cycles to complete, thus there niiist be two drives, one of 
which operates at half the speed of the other. A loom has 
two picking mechanisms, one on each side. Each operates 
every other weaving cycle and therefore it is driven from 
the same shaft as the shedding motion. 

111 the normal loom there is a main shaft (or rop shaft 
or crarik shafr) which operates the lay mechanisms as shown 
in Fig. IO.4.’The mail; shaft is coniiectcd by means of gearing 
or other toothed drivc to a second shaft called a cam .h$f  
(or h o t m i  slilrJi). This can1 shaft drives the shedding motion 
by means of .vlict/t/i/i,g ( - U I I I S  (or rtippcrs) a s  shown i n  Fig. 10.5; 
it also operates thc picking mechanisms by meails of picking 
c a m  (or pickirig howls) together with various linkages (a 
typical system is shown i n  Fig. 10.6). 

For more complicated wcrlves it is nccessary to use a 
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HARNESS ROLLER AND 
[HARNESS HOOKS OMIT1 
CLARITY) 

HARNESS 

JACK BARS 

SHEDDING CAMS 

q 4 Y  ,TREADLE LEVERS 

OMITTED FOR CLARITY 

STRAP 
IEO FOR 

FYg. 10.5. Schcmotic anongcmcnt of shedding mcchonism 

large number of harncsscs bccausc of the complex slieddiiig 
pattern and a scparatc shaft is usually required for the shed- 
ding cams (this is tcrmcd an ui/.vi/iuy. slrtrfi). For the most 
complex weaves it is necessary to use a different type of looin 
but this need not be discussed here. 

Tiniiiig 
Let the point at which the reed reaches its most forward 
position be the datum. I n  other words, this point will be 
represented as 0" crank angle and the other nicchanisms can 
be related to this. One complete re\/olution of the crank shaft 
is one weaving cycle and this can be represented as 360' of 
movement. 

For convenience the datum will be referred to as beat-up, 
even though this occupies a finite angular displacement. A 
typical set of timings is given in Fig. 10.3 but actual timings 
depend upon the design of both loom and fabric and there 
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,SHUTTLE. 

Rg 10.6. Cone underpick mechanism. 

is no unique timing diagram. In thc diagram the shuttle 
movement is related to one circle and sheddiiig to the other. 
The motion of thc lay is a continuous harmonic motion 
which is directly related to the crank angle. Let the shedding 
motion be considered first i n  relation to beat-up. Beat-up is 
intended to force the filling into its proper position in the 
fabric by a sort of wedge action and it  is exceptional for 
beat up to take place at thc tinic the warp sheets cross. With 
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( a )  BEATING ON CLOSED SHED 

-H--TWARp FABRIC 

REED 

( b )  BEATING ON OPEN SHED 

Fi7.10.7 

staple fiber warp yarns, it is norninl to beat up  on a crossed 
shed as shown in Fig. 10.7(a), whereas with filament warp it 
is more normal to beat up on an opcw shedas shown in Fig. 
10.7(b). For illustration. the harness movements for the 
former case are shown in Fig. lO.l(a); it is normal that 
beat u p  takes place on a crossed shed, and that the shuttle 
enters and leaves with the shed partly open. The dwell is 
controlled by the cam profile and must be such as to permit 
passage of the shuttle for the particular width and speed of 
the loom. 

Consider next the shuttlc motion. The shuttle starts from 
rest at about 80" after beat up and thcn must be accelcrated 
up to speed, which takes a dcfinite time. It has to change 
from zero to some 15m/sec (35 mph) after travelling less 
than 30 cm (1 ft). This imposes high stresses on the mechan- 
ism and usually it is necessary for this phase to  occupy 
some 20-30". After transit, which normally takes some 
1 SO", the shuttle has to  be stopped in a like distance and 
time. The balance of the time (XU in Fig. 10.3) is available 
to permit the automatic changing of the quill. 
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The question of the position at which the loom should 
stop is relevant. It is desirable that  it should stop at back 
center so as to give the best access to the warp shed. It is 
necessary to stop it before the crossing of shed to permit 
repair without fault i n  the fabric. Once the shed is crossed 
and there is a warp break, the repair will give a wrong 
shedding for the end unless the loom is turned back, which 
is undesirable. 

It is essential to stop the loom before beat-up to permit 
the repair of broken filling yarns which otherwise would be 
beaten into the fabric and probably cause damage. 

BEAT-UP 

I TOP SHE0 1 BOTTOM SHED 4 

IFULL 
~ CROSSEil 

60 - 

WITH COMPENSATION 

3 

0- 
OO do Id0 2;o ,do bo 1 l O  2;o 3fo 

CRANK ANGLE *degrees 

Rg. 10.8. Typical warp tension diagrams 

Interaction between the Textile Material and Loom Parts 
The action of shedding causes the length of the warp to vary; 
this, in turn, causes the warp tension to vary. In the absence 
of any compensating motion, the tension would vary in 
sympathy with the harness motion. Thus there would be a 
tension cycle somewhat similar in shape to the shedding 
diagram shown in Fig. 10.8. In practice, this is reduced 
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TEMPLE ROLLS 

F&. 10.9. Temple parts. 

by having a synchronized compeilsatiilg motion which re- 
duces the tension peak to give a tension diagram similar to 
that shown in Fig. 10.8 (full line). 

Superimposed tipoii this is a tension pulse arising from 
beat-up. For a very light open fabric this pulse is small, but 
with a heavy dense fabric the pulse can bc very large. 
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There is crimp interchange between warp and filling wh.ich 
is a function of the respective tensions (see Chapter 8). To 
get a good crimp balance, it is necessary to apply a tension 
in the filling direction. I t  is not possible to do this prior to 
beat-up and therefore the whoIe fabric has to be tensioned. 
This is achieved by using temples, of which there are numer- 
ous types; a fairly common one is shown in Fig. 10.9. 

DISTANCE > DISTANCE F X  
DUE TO FILLINGWISE SHRINKAGE 

Fk. 10.10. Action of temples. 

For several reasons. tlie w r p  tcnsions vary from the 
center to the sclvases. Firstly. tlie shuttle entering or leaving 
the shed rubs the outermost wrns. causins locat peaks in 
tension ; this erect is coniiiioiiiy coi;wlfed b\; using srlrnge 
nior?o/is or scparate lieddies for  tlic selvaic warp ends: 
Secondly, thc crimp i n  t l ic yarn c;iiiscs ;I wirlihwisr contrac- 
tion of tlie fabric after Iem-itiS the temples. Thc path length 
of the outermost warp tl irwis is therefore longer than .the 
central ones (see Fig. 10.10). I n  addition. it is normal to alter 
the fabric construction at the sclvagcs to _ci\.e a durable 
fabric and this altcrs tlic crimp behavior. which in turn 
affects the tensiou in the yarn. This can c:~usc dimage and 
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increase the end breakage rate, and it may occur in such a 
way as to cause irregular local damage which spoils the 
appearance of the fabric. 

The frictional forces arising from the movenient ot the 
filling during beat-up can play a significant part. With 
filament yarns which have a high coefficient of friction. the 
forces generated in trying to beat-up on a crossed shed 
would cause very high end breakage rates. Friction between 
the warps and the feed wire, heddle wires, lcase rods, drop 
wires and shuttle can aiso cause end breaks. 

Generally, the action of the machine on the material is 
more important than the action of the material an the 
machine. Under normal conditions the material has relatively 
little direct effect on the performance of the loom, but since 
the loom can certainly affect the cloth, it is necessary to 
understand each of the component systems thoroughly if 
the best is to be obtained from the loom. The following 
chapters deal with these component systems. 
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